Is this a transformative space?*

Derk Pepik Pieter
BENDING THE CURVES

Climate

Biodiversity
RATIONALLY ARTICULATED DESPAIR
WHEN YOU HEAR SOMETHING NEW YOU LIKE...
IDEAS ARE FOR THE MIND
WHAT LIGHT IS
FOR THE EYE.

CALL 4 CREATIVITY BOLD IDEA'S...
Nothing the same

Call for Transformative Change
What do you need to know to live in harmony with nature?

GETTING OUT THERE!
MAKING UNUSUAL USUAL AND EXPLORING BOUNDARIES
LOOKING FOR HUMAN CURVES
Where is your practice?

- OPTIMISE
- TRY OUT
- STABILISATION
- PHASE OUT
Example

Name: Amazone Confluence
Vision: Sparkling continuous action by coming together
Promise: Reverence for the Amazone forest and its people
For whom: Those who want to do something
Realisation: By: THE TAPAJOS RIVER
350 people April 2020
3 day talking sharing meeting
Name of Idea

Vision? Three sentences

Promise? One sentence

For whom? Imagine a real person

Realisation? Describe as if it's there

Gardener Rodel

Capturing BOLD ideas
Tomorrow morning...
Thank you!